NYERT, Alexandre-Denis de, marquis de Gambais

Paris 10.XI.1711–30.I.1744

Nyert, or Niert, de Gambais was, in succession to his father Louis (1686–1736), premier valet de chambre du roi, capitaine et concierge du château du Louvre (Saint-Simon gives an account of earlier generations). He was an amateur draughtsman and engraver. A collection of prints after La Fontaine is known.

Two years after his early death (he left no posterity and his titles passed to his sister), Cochín exhibited at the Salon de 1746 an engraving of his Fête en l’honneur de Bacchus. He was also a friend of Bouchardon, Caylus and Mariette, who praises him in the Abécédaire. Mariette owned two of Nyert’s sanguines, as well as two copies after Barocci recorded as pastels in the Mariette sale; one of these has been rediscovered by Rosenberg 2011, and is in chalk rather than in pastel. Other descriptions of Nyert’s work must be regarded with appropriate caution.
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Drawings in coloured chalk


~cop. Lemoyne, q.v.